Abstract-In this paper, we propose a joint uplink/downlink connection admission control scheme in WLAN/cellular integrated systems, where thresholds for admission control are adaptively determined to maximize the network capacity by considering uplink and downlink characteristics in WLAN/cellular integrated systems. The proposed scheme is evaluated by Markov chains in terms of blocking cost. Analytical and simulation results show that the proposed scheme can reduce the number of blocked connections compared with the WLAN-first scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless local area networks (WLANS) provide higher bandwidth with low cost but suffer from limited coverage. On the contrary, cellular networks provide ubiquitous coverage with higher mobility but they support only low data rates. These complementary characteristics make the integration of the WLAN and cellular networks attractable. Recent reports indicate that the core network of cellular systems suffer from tremendous traffic incurred by numerous smart phones and devices. Therefore, high volume traffic needs to be processed by WLAN systems as much as possible in WLAN-cellular integrated systems.
How to efficiently use resources in WLAN and cellular systems is one of the most important issues. For efficient resource management, connection admission control schemes should be carefully designed. In [2] , the WLANfirst scheme, where a connection is first tried to the WLAN, is proposed and its performance is analyzed. [3] considers multi-services for connection admission control and determines the optimal admission policy maximizing the number of admitted users.
However, it should be noted that WLAN and cellular systems have quite different characteristics in terms of bandwidth allocation in uplink and downlink. That is, the uplink and downlink bandwidths of WLANs are flexibly determined according to the traffic patterns, whereas cellular networks have fixed uplink and downlink resources. In addition, different services require different bandwidths for uplink and downlink. For instance, multimedia interactive services (e.g., voice over IP (VoIP) or multimedia over IP (MoIP)) require sufficient bandwidths for both uplink and downlink. Therefore, in the connection admission control schemes, different requirements for uplink and downlink need to be considered. However, above-mentioned previous works do not take into considerations uplink and downlink requirements for connection admission control.
Since required uplink and downlink bandwidths are determined depending on services, both uplink/downlink bandwidth requirements for each service and relevant characteristics of WLANs and cellular networks need to be considered for efficient resource management in WLAN/cellular integrated systems. For instance, voice connections require symmetric uplink and downlink bandwidths. On the other hand, streaming connections require much richer downlink bandwidth than uplink bandwidth. In this situation, if a streaming connection is assigned to cellular networks, uplink bandwidths in cellular networks can be wasted. In addition, the uplink load factor and the transmission power for downlink should be considered for admission control in CDMA-based cellular networks.
In this paper, we propose a joint uplink/downlink connection admission control scheme, where connections are first tried to WLANs with adaptive thresholds to mitigate the traffic burden into cellular systems as much as possible. Note that the thresholds in the proposed scheme are adaptively determined to maximize the capacity in WLAN/cellular integrated systems. On the other hand, rejected connections are tried to cellular systems, where service requirements for uplink and downlink are evaluated. For performance evaluation, we develop a multi-dimensional Markov chain and derive the blocking probability and the total blocking cost. Analytical and simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can reduce the number of blocked connections compared with the WLAN-first scheme [2] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections II and III, the system model and the proposed admission control scheme are described. In Section IV, the multidimensional Markov chain is presented and analytical and simulation results are given in Section V. Finally, Section IV concludes this paper. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a network architecture with one WLAN area overlaid within a cell as depicted in Fig. 1 . The WLAN area is called as double coverage area whereas the area out of the WLAN area is referred to as the cellular only area [2, 3] . We assume that all connection arrivals are drawn from Poisson distributions. That is, as shown in Fig. 1 
III. SERVICE-AWARE CONNECTION ADMISSION CONTROL
The proposed scheme distributes connections to either WLANs or cellular networks according to each service's requirements for uplink and downlink in order to maximize the capacity in WLAN/cellular integrated systems.
The proposed admission control procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2 Any connections rejected by WLANs retry to cellular networks. That is, both blocked connections by WLANs and new connections in the cellular only area compete for the access to cellular networks. In cellular networks, a connection can be admitted if both uplink and downlink conditions are satisfied; otherwise, the connection is finally rejected. Specifically, it should be evaluated whether the uplink load factor including a new connection, TOT η , is less than 1 whereas the required downlink power when a new connection is admitted, TOT P , is less than the total power of the base station (BS), BS P . Intuitively, a connection initiated in the cellular only area will be treated by the same admission control procedure as the connection blocked in WLANs. Even though the WLAN resource is shared by multiple nodes, its capacity can be approximated by considering bandwidth requirements of services as in [4] . Let 
, and i L are the orthogonal factor of the cell, the downlink other-to-own cell interference ratio, the power required for common channel, the noise power, the downlink bandwidth required for service s , and the path loss, respectively. Then, the state Connections admitted by cellular networks in the double coverage area and the cellular only area can make horizontal handoffs. Hence, the horizontal handoff rate, 
denote the steady state probability of c n . Then, the blocking probability in cellular networks can be expressed as (2)- (7), we can solve the steady state probabilities through an iterative method [3] . To find the most appropriate threshold for service s , we define the total cost function C as the sum of the rates of blocked connections, i.e., For performance evaluation, we consider two types of services (i.e., voice and streaming services) and their arrival rates are denoted by v λ and ds λ , respectively. A voice service requires 64kbps for both uplink and downlink transmissions whereas a streaming service requires 128 kbps in downlink transmissions and negligible uplink bandwidths.
The WLAN effective bandwidth w C is assumed as 7.7 Mbps [3] . The power of the base station BS P and the power of the common channel CCH P are set to 20 W and 3.6 W. The chip rate W is 3.84 Mcps and the voice data rate is 12.2 kbps with the adaptive multi-rate (AMR) codec. The values of ( ) 0 b E N for uplink and downlink voice traffic are set to 5.9 dB and 7.4 dB, respectively. Voice activity is set to 50 %, which corresponds to the physical layer activity factor of 67% in uplink and 58% in downlink. For streaming services, we use 7.8 dB for ( ) 0 b E N and 100% for activity factor. Downlink orthogonality is 0.5 and other-cell to own-cell interference ratio is 0.65 [4] . Based on [2] , mobility-related parameters are set to 1 We compare the performance of the proposed scheme against the WLAN-first scheme [2] . Fig. 3 illustrates numerical results as a function of voice connection and streaming connection arrival rates. It can be seen that the proposed scheme shows comparable performance with the WLAN-first scheme. However, the proposed scheme outperforms the WLAN-first scheme when the number of streaming connections is large. This is because the WLANfirst scheme does not exploit service requirements for uplink and downlink in connection admission control. Therefore, resources in WLAN-cellular integrated systems can be inefficiently used. On the contrary, the proposed scheme distributes voice and streaming connections to either WLANs or cellular networks by considering bandwidth requirements and bandwidth characteristics in both networks. Therefore, the proposed scheme can reduce the blocking cost. As the arrival rate of streaming connections increases, the threshold value for voice connections v TH needs to be decreased to accommodate more streaming connections. In addition, under the optimal thresholds, the proposed scheme can assign more voice connections and streaming connections to cellular networks and WLANs, respectively. Consequently, resources in WLAN/cellular interworking can be more efficiently utilized and thus the blocking cost is reduced. As shown in Fig.4 
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a connection admission control scheme which considers different uplink and downlink characteristics in WLANs and cellular networks. Analytical and simulation results show that the proposed scheme can reduce the number of blocked connections and thus the network capacity can be improved. In our future work, we will evaluate the proposed scheme in multi-class scenarios with diverse service requirements.
